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NEW
TOOLING!

1:76 SCALE 
RANGE ROVER

CLASSIC

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 213  

NEW
Tooling!

NEWLand Rover Half-ton 
Lightweight - United Nations
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76LRL001        1:76   £5.75

Land Rover Half-ton Lightweight - United Nations
You’ve seen it in Oxford’s 1:43 scale range and here,

newly tooled, is the 1:76 scale version of the Land Rover

½ ton Lightweight vehicle in exactly the same livery.

Contained in this little model is a wealth of historical

background, including its use by the United Nations in

their peacekeeping role.  It is decorated in an olive green

drab scheme with slightly lighter canvas back with black

trim and olive green interior.  The United Nations logo

and graphics in their signature pale blue and white are

printed on both sides.  The lettering UNFICYP indicates

that the vehicle, with military registration plate 5412 FL

91, is part of the United Nations Peacekeeping Force 

in Cyprus.  

In model form, it will fit into both a military themed

collection and as an addition to the wide range of Oxford

Land Rover variants for enthusiasts of the marque itself.
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NEW
Tooling!

N SCALE
CMP LAA Tractor - 1st Canadian Infantry Division, 
Italy 1944
This brand new N scale model is an exact replica of its 1:76

scale Oxford counterpart, which we are pleased to present as

it was deployed in Italy towards the end of World War II.

The newly tooled Oxford replica is as used by the 1st

Canadian Infantry Division during the Italian Campaign in

1944.  Decorated in black and a dark sandy drab camouflage

scheme, the model features a canvas back with replica

rope ties along the sides.  Note the canvas panels on

the side windows too.  Artwork includes the RAF

roundel with yellow outer circle on the cab roof,

authentic military numbering and lettering and the

Canadian Maple leaf on the cab and rear of the vehicle.

Dark brown chassis, black radiator grille and a white rear

axle transmission cover complete the high level of detail. 

Livestock Trailer
Collectors of 1:76 Scale Oxford replicas may well have added

this to your farmyard and we are pleased to introduce the 

newly tooled model in exactly the same detail to our 1:148 scale

series.  Decorated in all-over silver with grey-white roof and black

chassis, wheels and mudguards, 

it is all ready to hook up to your

favourite N scale tractor!

Farm Trailer
Another crossover from 1:76 scale comes this useful little farm trailer, 

a replica in every way of its larger counterpart.  It is painted mid grey,

relieved only by the silver wheel hubs.  An indispensible vehicle on the

farm, hooked up to your tractor or

Land Rover, it would be filled with

anything from hay or straw to good 

old farmyard manure!  

NEW
Tooling!

NEWFarm Trailer
                              SCALE       PRICE
NFARM002  1:148  £4.65

NEWLivestock Trailer
                              SCALE       PRICE
NFARM001  1:148  £4.65

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEWCMP LAA Tractor - 1st
Canadian Infantry Div.
                            SCALE       PRICE
NCMP001  1:148  £6.55

CMP LAA Tractor - Southdown Motor Services
Another popular choice will be this superbly

executed N scale replica, ripe for adding to your

Southdown support vehicle garage.  The vehicle was

assigned to the Southdown Engineering Department

in Horsham, Surrey and carries the red trade plate

numbering 097 BP.  Decorated in the signature

Southdown colour scheme, the model features a

grass green cab and body with mid Brunswick green

chassis and wheel inserts.  The interior is moulded in

dark grey with a black steering wheel.  The canvas

back is coloured beige with moulded ‘rope’ 

ties and the windscreen wipers/radiator grille

are black.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWCMP LAA Tractor -
Southdown 
                            SCALE       PRICE
NCMP007  1:148  £6.55
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Mercedes Ambulance - Welsh Ambulance Services
More new tooling in N scale sees this superbly detailed Mercedes

Ambulance.  Registered CN07 AEC, the vehicle is decorated in the

contemporary green and yellow ambulance colour scheme with red

and yellow chevron effect across the rear and with side and rear

windows masked black.  The chassis and interior are both black.

Bi-lingual signage sees Welsh lettering on the offside and English

lettering on the nearside, whilst the front of the vehicle

features the word Ambulance in both languages printed

green.  A silver and blue

light bar sits on the roof

above the windscreen

with white lettering.  

Austin Princess (Late) - Carlton grey/Light Grey
The Austin Princess made its real life debut in the early

1950s and was in production until 1968.  This current

release of the DM4 is based on the late period version

of the vehicle.  Appearing in two tone grey, our Austin

Princess is registered 7228 PF and

comes with red interior and seating with

black steering wheel and tan dashboard. 

Volvo FH4 Walking
Floor Trailer - 
A W Jenkinson
This refreshing

colour scheme 

of the Penrith-

based A W

Jenkinson haulage

and distribution

company has

been a favourite,

particularly in the Oxford 1:76 scale truck series.  Here

we see it in diminutive N scale in its signature white and

dark green body colour, complete with superbly printed

silhouettes of trees in

different shades of green,

grey/black on the cab

doors and across the rear of the trailer.  Advertising the

company’s business of transporting forest products, our

model is registered PX64 DUU.  

Mercedes MP4 GSC 
Actros Curtainside - 
Pollock (Scotrans) Ltd
This second release looks

eye-catching in its

distinctive pale blue, red,

white and gold Pollock

(Scotrans) livery.  

Our model of the ultra

modern Mercedes MP4

Actros features the

highly detailed and

equally up to date

colour scheme with a vast array

of tampo printing elements to achieve the end result.

Well worth it, we hope you’ll agree.  

Registered T20 PSL, 

even the M 507 number 

is pinpointed absolutely accurately with the’ M’ towards

the front end of the trailer.  There’s attention to detail 

for you!

NEW
Tooling!

NEWAustin Princess (Late) -
Carlton grey/Light Grey
                               SCALE       PRICE
NAP003       1:148  £4.35

NEWMercedes Ambulance -
Welsh Ambulance Services
                               SCALE       PRICE
NMA001      1:148  £6.75

NEWVolvo FH4 Walking Floor
Trailer - A W Jenkinson
                            SCALE        PRICE
NVOL4006 1:148  £12.95

NEWMercedes MP4 GSC Actros
Curtainside - Pollock
                            SCALE        PRICE
NMB002    1:148  £13.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Triple Morris Minor Set
                          SCALE      PRICE
76SET07B  1:76  £15.95

Triple Taxi Set
                          SCALE      PRICE
76SET09    1:76  £13.95

NEW3-Piece VW Bay Window Set 
                                      SCALE       PRICE
76SET35A          1:76  £15.45

VW Bay Window Set - Van/Bus/Camper
Summer is not over until the last VW van disappears into

the distance!  Here we have three examples of the Bay

Window version making up a nostalgic set and taking in

the most popular usages of the VW of the era, which

came in many variations.

76VW026 Bay Window VW Van - Light Grey.  Comprising a

plain grey solid bodied van registered ZXE 358G from

1968/69; this variation could be used for whatever you

choose.  The signature VW bay window, side and rear

windows are masked black, while remaining trim is

finished in silver, including the VW badge on the flat front

which completes the detail.

76VW007 VW Bus - Birch Green/White.  Issued previously

as a single model in both 1:76 and 1:148 scale, the second

VW in the set comes as a VW Minibus presented in a

delicate shade of pale green and white with black chassis

and cream interior.  A special addition on this version is a

planked roof rack and two surfboards.  Registered TPD

735F from 1967/68, the model comes with white

bumpers and wheel rims. 

76VW004 VW Camper - Senegal Red/White.  the last VW in

our set is a camper van decorated in bright red and white

and registered RSX 144J from 1970/71.  A special feature

sees it with a raised roof section with clear ‘glass’ panel

and canvas effect to the sides of the elevated section.  The

white roof also features a brown slatted area for luggage

purposes.  The interior of the camper van is cream and

further detail worthy of note is the louvred effect to the

side windows and the Westfalia name across the top of

the rear window.  

NEW
SET!
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NEW
SET!

NEW
SET!

NEW

5-piece Jaguar Collection
Another great gift set from Oxford creating 

a seasonal gift option ahead of the Christmas frenzy!

Our five-piece Jaguar Collection comprises some of the

iconic shapes in the history of the marque in a glorious

and authentic array of colours too.  If you missed them as

singles, now’s your chance to catch up.

76JSS001 Jaguar SS - Cream.  William Lyons launched the

2.5 litre salon at the Mayfair Hotel in September 1935.

The model was the first to carry the Jaguar name and

cost £395. Here we see it registered 599 XUC, in a warm

cream with bright blue interior door cappings, carpet and

seats.  Other interior features are finished in tan.  The

exterior trim is masked silver with a black sunroof panel.

76JAG7002 Jaguar Mk VIIM - Birch Grey.  This classic Jaguar

was also a part of the Oxford 1:43 scale series before its

cross-over into 1:76 scale as a separate item.  Here we

see it again in exactly the same silver grey colourway,

registered BRX 330.  It also features red interior seating

and is rounded off with masses of external silver trim.

76JAG2001 Jaguar Mk 2 - Regency Red.  Registered 248

RPA, from 1960, the model immediately reminds us of a

certain TV detective who loved his Mk II as much as

classical music!  Decorated in a superb regency red with

black trim, the interior seating is also dark red .

76ETYP001 1966 Jaguar E-Type Jaguar Series 1, 4.2 Roadster -

British Racing Green.  Arguably the most beautiful and

much loved car in the world, no Jaguar set would be

complete without an example of the famous E-Type!

Painted racing green, the model is in open-top mode with

a cream interior. 

76XK120005 Jaguar XK120 - Black.  Registered OOF 748,

our superb two-seater open topped sports car is a

replica of the car which Jaguar launched in 1948 and

which comprised their first sports car since production of

the Jaguar SS ceased in 1940.  Our model is presented in

gleaming black with red interior. 

NEWTriple Fordson Tractor Set
                           SCALE       PRICE
76SET10B   1:76  £13.95

Triple Fordson Tractor Set
Our three-piece tractor set contains three Fordson

tractors, providing a wonderful opportunity for you to

start your Christmas shopping early!  Here’s the line-up: 

76TRAC001 Fordson Tractor - Blue.  This colour scheme was

used to launch the Oxford Fordson Tractor and proved a

bright start to the series in brilliant blue.  

76TRAC002 Fordson Tractor - Green.  The second in our set

has also appeared as a single model, resplendent in bright

grass green with orange wheels. 

76TRAC004 Fordson Tractor - Grey.  The all-over grey

bodywork extends to the wheel centres while other body

trim is finished in black.  It rounds off a great little set for

a tractor collector, young or old, and deserves a place in

your Oxford agricultural landscape.

5-piece Jaguar Collection
                             SCALE       PRICE
76SET14A    1:76  £26.45
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1:76 SCALE
Range Rover Classic - Lincoln Green
Registered YCX 348K from 1971/72, this Classic

Range Rover represents the first model off the

new 1:76 scale tooling.  Decorated in bright

green, the model comes with beige interior

seating and grey dashboard and steering wheel.

The exterior features a black grille and trim

with silver bumpers.  How shapes and

refinements on this favourite British marque

have evolved since then, although it retains its

Land Rover roots throughout and remains the

top four by four by far!

DH80a Puss Moth VH-UQO ‘My Hildegarde’ 
(Mac Robertson Air Race 1934)
The Puss Moth was a three seater high wing aircraft designed

and built by De Havilland between 1929 and 1933.  It was 

one of the first British monoplanes to be built and took its

first flight in 1929, coming into general service a year later.  

In addition, it was a great favourite with private aviators. 

Our latest addition is no exception and represents the DH80a

Puss Moth flown by Australian aviator Charles James J ‘Jimmy’

Melrose in the 1934 Mac Robertson Air Race from London to

Melbourne.  Decorated in silver with black VH-UQO lettering

to the upper and lower wings and along the fuselage, the

aircraft’s race number 16 appears on both sides of the rudder.

The cockpit is black and an additional detail sees small fat main

wheels fitted. 

1:72
SCALEAVIATION

NEW
DH80a Puss Moth VH-UQO
‘My Hildegarde’ (Mac
Robertson Air Race 1934)
                            SCALE       PRICE
72PM007    1:72  £24.95

NEW
Tooling!

NEWRange Rover Classic -
Lincoln Green
                          SCALE      PRICE
76RCL001 1:76   £5.45

DH103 Sea Hornet TT197 728 Naval Air
Squadron, Malta 1953

The De Havilland DH.103 Hornet was a piston-

engined fighter that entered service at the end of

WWII.  Taking its first flight in April 1944 and

becoming fully operational in 1946, the Sea

Hornet was retired in 1956, during which time over

380 aircraft were built.  The Hornet’s main role was

both as a land and naval based-fighter aircraft, operated

by the RAF and the Royal Navy. 

Our latest release sees it as deployed as TT197, part of 728

Naval Air Squadron based at Hal Far, Malta in 1953.  It is

decorated in silver with black cockpit interior and black

military identification markings.  The RAF roundel features on

the upper and lower sides of the wings and along the fuselage.

Additional components on the model include two fuel tanks,

an arrestor hook, with the option of both a retracted and

extended undercarriage.  Note too, the yellow propeller tips

and spinners and the black gun ports.  Every detail is covered,

even down to the direction of the propeller blades!

NEW
DH103 Sea Hornet TT197
728 Naval Air Squadron,
Malta 1953
                            SCALE       PRICE
72HOR006   1:72  £33.95
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1:76 SCALE

1:43 SCALE
Whitby Morrison Mondial Ice Cream Van -
Piccadilly Whip
Summer means ice cream, even if it is windy and

raining.  Kids can hear the chimes from streets

away and are ready, clutching their cash awaiting

the van’s arrival.  This time, our 1:43 scale Whitby

Mondial Ice Cream van is promoting its

particular speciality Piccadilly Whip and

boasts serving the people of London since

1963.  Registered DK14 ADE, it is

decorated in a bright pale blue and

cream with colourful graphics

detailing its other delights.

Replica ice cream cones feature

on each side of the elevated

front roof section, while finite

attention to detail to the

interior includes a silver ice

cream maker and blue finish to the

ice cream fridge top.  Mine’s a large

cone with chocolate flake - irresistible!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWAtkinson 8-wheel Flatbed -
Tennant Transport
                                  SCALE       PRICE
76ATKL003     1:76  £13.95

NEWWhitby Morrison Mondial Ice
Cream Van - Piccadilly Whip
                                  SCALE       PRICE
WM007           1:43  £15.95

Atkinson 8-wheel Flatbed - Tennant Transport
Tennant Transport of Forth started in the early 1900s

when founder Peter Tennant set up  business transporting

farm produce and coal by horse and cart from his home

in Forth.  The company is now run by fourth generation

John Tennant and Graham Sorbie from both Forth and 

Lockerbie with a mixed fleet of over 48 vehicles,

which operate throughout the UK. 

Here we see one of their Atkinson 8-wheel flatbed lorries

registered WRB 501 resplendent in dark blue with pale

blue and brown masking, on a bright red chassis.  Note

the detailed white line-out to the cab doors, surrounding

the Tennant company crest and Forth 211 telephone

number. The characteristic radiator grille masked in red

features the Atkinson badge embedded into the centre.

The flatbed trailer features realistic ‘planking’ all ready for

the Tennant load of the day.
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1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWJaguar XK150 Roadster -
Carmen Red
                                SCALE       PRICE
43XK150008 1:43  £23.95

NEWAston Martin DB2 Mk III
Saloon - Peony Red
                                SCALE       PRICE
AMDB2003    1:43  £24.95

Jaguar XK150 Roadster - Carmen Red
The Jaguar XK150 was produced between 1957 and 1961

by Jaguar Cars in Coventry with three variants - a 2-3

seater coupé, 2-3 seater convertible or as modelled here,

a 2 seater roadster. Decorated in bright red and in open

topped mode, our replica is registered XFO 929.  

The intricately finished interior is moulded in black with

silver and tan steering wheel and cream instrument panel.

The exterior detail includes the distinctive wire wheels of

the original, with lots of contrasting silver trim.

Team it up with the fixed head coupé version issued

earlier, also in Carmen Red. 

Aston Martin DB2 Mk III Saloon - Peony Red
For its third outing, the Aston Martin DB2 MK III makes

its appearance as a saloon in a deep red with contrasting

grey interior, registered  LSB 108.  Classed as a sports car

and made between 1957 and 1959, its exclusivity was

guaranteed with the small production of only 551 cars.

Our model sports the new Aston Martin radiator grille 

and distinctive sloping back.  The brilliant exterior

chromework sets off the unusual body colour to great

effect and final details include the trademark elements 

of the DB2, including the David Brown Aston Martin

wings on the front of the bonnet and the Tickford

Coachwork emblem on either side, printed beneath the

David Brown Aston Martin badge which is embedded into

the Union Flag.  
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1:76 SCALE

NEWMercedes Actros GSC
Curtainside - Sparks Transport
                                       SCALE       PRICE
76MB006           1:76  £25.45

Mercedes Actros GSC Curtainside - Sparks Transport
Our Mercedes Actros tooling allowed for two cab

variants - the GSC and the SSC.  For the latest release,

we have chosen the GSC version with a curtainside

trailer in the bright green and yellow livery of Sparks

Transport of Glastonbury in Somerset.  Registered WP14

YKA, the cab chassis is dark grey, while the exterior trim

is mostly black with silver fuel tank, fuel tank ladder and

wheels.  The interior is also black.  The trailer features a

green body, including the chassis, wheel centres and

tailboard.  The roof is masked in silver and final touches

include black side straps and black mudguards. 

For truck collectors in the south-west of England

especially, check out our detailed model with the real

thing on the roads near you!

NEWScania Evo 6 Car Transporter - 
Woodside Motorfreight Ltd
                                       SCALE       PRICE
76SCT003           1:76  £35.45

Scania Evo 6 Car Transporter - 
Woodside Motorfreight Ltd
Only the third release on this complex 1:76 scale replica,

its detail is phenomenal.  It is based on the Evo 6 12-car

load transporter made by Hunwick Engineering Ltd in

Essex, whose company history goes back to the early

1990s originally being suppliers of parts for transporters

before buying the business from the previous owners in

2010.  Woodside Motorfreight Ltd have been serving the

motoring industry since 1972 and transports vehicles

throughout the UK and Ireland from a single vehicle to

national distribution contracts.  The company was

founded by the Woodside family in 1967 and is still family

owned and managed today.

Our detailed car transporter sports the bright green and

white Woodside company colours with dark silver car

ramp tops and black safety railings, registered VKZ 6185. 

Complete the picture by adding twelve of your Oxford

1:76 motors to this very modern transporter.
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1:76 SCALE
Plaxton Panorama - Bere Regis 
& District Motor Services
Our Plaxton Panorama is certainly

touring the country with its varied

liveries to date.  This time, Oxford

has gone to Dorset for the sixth

release on the Panorama, which

appears in the two-tone brown and

red livery of Bere Regis & District

Motor Services, based on Bridport

Road in Dorchester. Registered

UFX 567, our vehicle has a light brown

interior with red seating and according to the

destination board on the front of the coach, it is taking

passengers to Dorchester. The detailed rear features the

intricately designed company badge with the telephone

number.  A great day out is just a phone call away!

Routemaster - London Transport Bow Centenary
This latest livery on the iconic London Routemaster

replicates the dark red and platinum colour scheme

given to RM1933 in 2008 in celebration of the 75th

Anniversary of London Transport on the one hand

and equally important to East Londoners, the

centenary of the Bus Garage in Bow.  Our bus

features the anniversary logo on the front section 

of the advertising panels.  

Registered ALD 933B, our Routemaster comes 

with dark red wheels, gold London Transport

lettering and red interior seating.  Running on 

Route 15, its number RM1933 is also printed in 

gold beneath the driver’s cab window.

NEWLeyland PD2/12 -
Edinburgh Corporation
                           SCALE       PRICE
76PD2005  1:76  £20.95

NEWRoutemaster - London
Transport Bow Centenary
                           SCALE       PRICE
76RM112   1:76   £9.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWPlaxton Panorama - Bere Regis
& District Motor Services
                                       SCALE       PRICE
76PAN006          1:76  £18.75

Leyland PD2/12 - Edinburgh Corporation
Making its sixth appearance in the unmistakable

maroon and white colour scheme of Edinburgh

Corporation, our Leyland Titan PD2, registered

JSF 660, is bursting with detail.  Running as the

Number 29 to Comely Bank via Frederick

Street and Stockbridge, the advertising panels

are promoting Weston’s quality biscuits on one

side, McDowell’s Bread on the other and that

famous Northern department store Binns on

the back.  The colourful City and Royal Burgh

of Edinburgh crest adorns the sides of the

double decker and also features on the back. 

A firm favourite with bus collectors, this latest

Edinburgh Corporation livery is sure to please

our Scottish enthusiasts particularly.
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1:87
SCALEAMERICAN

1955 Buick Century - Coral/Polo White
For its second outing, our 1955 Buick

Century 2-door coupé appears in an

authentic pale pink and white colour

scheme, with lots of additional chromework

to the radiator, bumpers, headlights and

wheels, complete with their whitewall tyres,

not to mention the flowing Buick Century

lettering above the rear wheels and on

the bonnet.  Registered in Indiana as 

54 KK-4427, the interior is pale grey.

1957 Chevrolet Nomad - Rio Red/Arctic White
Registered in California as HBP 187, the bright red

and white colour scheme on this 1950s station

wagon must have looked pretty smart in the bright

CA sunshine.  And look at those fins in

gleaming chrome!  Our second release

on this 1:87 scale model from the Oxford

American range features a black interior

and lots of exterior chrome.  A final

detail sees the signature Chevy badge

with the Chevrolet lettering across the

front of the bonnet and the Bel Air lettering on

the chrome side flashes.  

1965 Chevrolet Stepside Pick Up - Orange
Only the second release on the 1960s Chevy

Stepside - and in sharp contrast to the pale

blue and white launch model - we are

pleased to bring you a bright orange colour

scheme, again with a white roof and a mid

grey interior to the cab.  It is registered 20A

4348 in the state of Indiana in 1965.

Bumpers, front grille and wheels are all

chrome and note the whitewall tyres to

round off a pick-up, which was typical

of the 1960s era of American cars.

1936 Buick Special Convertible Coupé - Francis Cream
The Buick Special Convertible Coupé was a rear wheel drive car 

with a front mounted engine, one of their Series 40 vehicles

made from 1936 to 1949.  Classed as a convertible/ 

cabriolet with 4/5 seats, it came with two doors, 

a 3.8 litre engine and a 3-speed manual gearbox.  

An example sold at auction in the USA a 

couple of years ago for $44,000 USD!

For its second appearance, our more

realistically priced Oxford replica comes in an

ivory cream with black folded down hood and

attractive pale blue interior and seating with ivory

dashboard and steering wheel.  It is registered as 217 304 Indiana 36.

NEW1965 Chevrolet Stepside
Pick Up - Orange
                               SCALE      PRICE
87CP65002   1:87  £5.95

NEW1957 Chevrolet Nomad -
Rio Red/Arctic White
                               SCALE      PRICE
87CN57002  1:87  £5.95

NEW1955 Buick Century -
Coral/Polo White
                               SCALE      PRICE
87BC55002   1:87  £5.95

NEW1936 Buick Special Convertible
Coupé - Francis Cream
                                       SCALE      PRICE
87BS36002        1:87   £5.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76WW002  
1:76 - £29.95

Warwell A Diamond Bogies BR Brown DM360331

AR133 Scammell Album: In the 19th century George Scammell was a wheelwright in
Spitalfields, London.  His firm became G Scammell and Nephew, building and repairing horse-
drawn vehicles, then working on steam wagons.  They moved on to building motor trucks, the
‘articulated six-wheeler’ going into production in 1920.  In 1927 the Pioneer 6x4 off-road
truck was launched, and in 1933 Scammell bought the patent for a three-wheel tractor, the

Mechanical Horse.  In wartime the Pioneer became a tank transporter tractor.  Post
war the Showtrac was produced for showmen.  Scammell was 
acquired by Leyland in 1955. When DAF took over Leyland 
in 1987, they closed the Scammell Watford plant.

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

AR134 Westland Album: During the Great War the British Government involved
hundreds of small companies in a network to build aircraft components.  Most of the
firms were small engineering, woodworking or furniture manufacturers, who returned 
to their original trade once hostilities had ceased.  A small firm based in Yeovil, Somerset 
was an exception, however.  After being awarded a number of aircraft construction contracts,
industrial engine manufacturers Petters got the taste for the world of aviation.  Post WWII
Westland became world-renowned producers of rotary-wing aircraft, often in conjunction 
with other companies.  The Westland name survived as part of the combined 
AgustaWestland concern, until it was finally axed by Italian owners Leonardo in 2016. 

OR76CAR003  
1:76 - £29.95

Carflat Motorail
NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

AR128 AR127 AR126AR129AR130AR131AR132

AR133
NEW

AR134
NEW
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